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Abstract
We study collapse of inhomogeneous dust and null dust (Vaidya radiation) in pure Lovelock gravity in
higher dimensions. Since pure Lovelock gravity is kinematic in odd d = 2N + 1 dimension, hence pertinent
dimension for the study is even d = 2N+2, where N is degree of Lovelock polynomial. It turns out that pure
Lovelock collapse favors naked singularity as against black hole for the Einstein case in the same dimension
while strength of singularity as measured by divergence of Kretshmann scalar is interestingly the same in
the two cases; i.e. the corresponding scalars have the same fall off behavior.
1. Introduction
Lovelock Lagrangian is a homogeneous polynomial
of degree N in Riemann curvature and it defines a
general action for gravitation. Einstein-Hilbert ac-
tion is included as linear order N = 1 while Gauss-
Bonnet is quadratic, N = 2. The characteristic and
distinguishing feature of Lovelock action is, notwith-
standing its polynomial character, that the result-
ing equation of motion for gravitation is always sec-
ond order. This is however well-known. We wish to
point out one other distinguishing universal property
of Lovelock gravity (all along by Lovelock gravity we
would mean pure Lovelock Nth order term without
previous terms < N). As Einstein gravity is kine-
matic in 3 dimension and becomes dynamic in 4 di-
mension, Lovelock gravity, as defined by Nth order
Riemann curvature, R
(N)
abcd which is a homogeneous
polynomial in Riemann, is also similarly kinematic
in d = 2N + 1 and becomes dynamic in d = 2N + 2
dimension for any N [1]. That is R(N)ab = 0 implies
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R
(N)
abcd = 0 in all odd 2N +1 dimensions, in particular
N = 2 Gauss-Bonnet is kinematic in 5 and becomes
dynamic in 6 dimension. This is also a universal fea-
ture of Lovelock gravity.
The natural question that arises is, what should be
the right gravitational equation for higher dimension
d > 4? Should it be Einstein or Einstein-Lovelock or
pure Lovelock in d = 2N + 1, 2N + 2 [1, 2]? If kine-
matic and dynamic character in odd and even dimen-
sion is to be a universal feature of gravity, it cannot
be anything else than Lovelock gravity. This prop-
erty rules out Einstein and Einstein-Lovelock gravity
for d > 4 and singles out Lovelock gravity. Further
it also turns out that for Lovelock gravity in odd and
even dimensions, thermodynamical parameters bear
a universal relation to horizon radius; i.e. entropy
always goes as r2h in even d = 2N + 2 dimension [3].
It is both necessary and sufficient condition for uni-
versality of thermodynamical parameters in terms of
horizon radius that it is Lovelock gravity.
It has been proposed [4] that right gravitational
equation in d > 4 is pure Lovelock equation which
includes Einstein equation for N = 1. In this paper,
we shall in particular investigate problem of gravi-
tational collapse which concerns an important open
question, what is the ultimate fate of a collapsing
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star, is it a black hole or naked singularity? Penrose
proclaimed in his famous Cosmic Censorship Con-
jecture (CCC) that end result of collapse is always
a black hole. That is singularity is always covered
by event horizon and there occur no naked singular-
ities. There do however exist examples of inhomoge-
neous dust collapse in which there do emanate null
geodesics from singularity before apparent horizon is
formed thereby indicating nakedness of singularity in
general relativity [5], Einstein Gauss Bonnet [6], and
Einstein Lovelock gravity [7]. It would be interest-
ing to study this problem for pure Lovelock gravity
and contrast it with Einstein gravity in higher di-
mensions. It would be shown that collapse dynamics
would be qualitatively similar for d = 2N +1, 2N +2
for Lovelock gravity to that of Einstein gravity in
3, 4 dimensions. In contrast it would be quite differ-
ent for Einstein gravity in higher dimensions. This
would be yet another discriminator between Einstein
and Lovelock gravity.
The paper is organised as follows. In the next Sec.
we give a quick overview of Lovelock gravity which is
followed by study of gravitational collapse of dust and
Vaidya null radiation. We conclude with a discussion.
2. Lovelock Gravity - a quick overview
Following Dadhich [8] we define the Lovelock cur-
vature polynomial
R
(N)
abcd = F
(N)
abcd−
n− 1
n(d− 1)(d− 2)F
(N)(gacgbd−gadgbc),
F
(N)
abcd = Qab
mnRcdmn,
where
Qabcd = δ
aba1b1...aN−1bN−1
cdc1d1...cN−1dN−1
Ra1b1
c1d1 ...RaN−1bN−1
cN−1dN−1 ,
and
Qabcd;d = 0.
The analogue of N th order Einstein tensor is given
by
G
(N)
ab = N(R
(N)
ab −
1
2
R(N)gab),
and
R(N) =
d− 2N
N(d− 2)F
(N).
Note that R(N) = R
(N)
ab g
ab = 0 in 2N dimension for
arbitrary metric gab. Since R
(N)
ab is a function of the
metric and its first and second derivatives which are
all arbitrary, it must vanish in d = 2N . That is,
R
(N)
ab = 0 identically in 2N dimension. On the other
hand for the general Lovelock case, the lagrangian is
non-zero for d = 2N but its variation vanishes iden-
tically.
The Lovelock equation of motion is given by
G
(N)
ab = −Λgab + κTab. (1)
3. Gravitational Collapse
We study gravitational collapse of dust and null
dust in Lovelock gravity in higher dimensions. As
expected it would turn out that for Lovelock collapse
the situation would be qualitatively the same in odd
2N+1 and even 2N+2 as for the Einstein case in 3, 4
dimensions. In contrast, it would be quite different
for Einstein gravity in higher dimensions.
3.1. Inhomogeneous dust Collapse
Spherically symmetric homogeneous dust collapse
model analysed by Oppenheimer and Snyder [9] led
to the establishment viewpoint that end state of a
star, with remnant mass more than a few solar mass,
would lead to formation of black holes in general the-
ory of relativity. This model still serves as a role
model for understanding some of the key features as-
sociated with black holes, appearance of singularity
and event and apparent horizon formation [10]. It is
no surprise that the phenomenon of visible singular-
ity too was discovered many years later in dust col-
lapse, generalising from homogeneous to inhomoge-
neous density [11]. Today we have a complete under-
standing of the role of initial data in final state of col-
lapse [12]. Choice of dust as matter model has been
supported for collapse studies since in late stages of
continued collapse though we expect pressure to at-
tain a upper bound the density continues to grow
indefinitely [13]. Thus in higher dimensional gener-
alisation of Einstein’s theory of general relativity to
Gauss-Bonnet gravity first we consider gravitational
collapse of a spherically symmetric dust cloud.
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The choice of dust as matter models makes comov-
ing coordinates a preferred choice for a coordinate
system. The line element in these coordinates can be
written as
ds2 = −dt2 +A(r, t)2dr2 +R(r, t)2dΩ2(d−2). (2)
Here d (5 or 6) is spacetime dimension. The only non-
zero components of energy momentum tensor are
T µν = −ρδµt δtν . (3)
3.1.1. Collapse in five dimension
The vanishing of T rt component fixes
A(r, t)2 =
R2,r
(1 + f(r))
(4)
where, in analogy with four dimensional case, f(r)
can be identified as the total energy function. Con-
sidering special case of marginally bound dust, where
dust particles start at rest from infinity, we can set
f(r) = 0. From (1) we write
T 00 = −12
R˙3R˙′
R3R′
,
T 11 = −12
R˙2R¨
R3
,
T θθ = −4
R˙2R¨′
R2R′
− 8 R˙R¨R˙
′
R2R′
,
and due to symmetry other angular components are
equal to T θθ . The vanishing of radial pressure gives
two family of solutions, namely, static which corre-
spond to R˙ = 0, and solutions with constant velocity
R¨ = 0. (5)
Therefore, area coordinate can be integrated as
R = r + b(r)t, (6)
where b(r) is an integration parameter. The other
integration constant is fixed using t = 0 as the scal-
ing surface where R = r. It is straightforward to
check that for this solution (6) other components of
pressure vanish identically and we do not have any
additional constraints.
The remaining freedom b(r) can be interpreted as
follows. Since we are considering marginally bound
models where every collapsing shell is at rest at in-
finity. Thus b(r) is identically zero in this case. Thus
R = r, there is no collapse and we have a static so-
lution. This is expected since gravity is kinematic in
five dimension for Gauss-Bonnet gravity analogous to
3-dimensional Einstein gravity.
3.1.2. Collapse in six dimension
As in five dimension, vanishing of T rt component
fixes
A(r, t)2 =
R2,r
(1 + f(r))
. (7)
Again, considering special case of marginally bound
dust we can set f(r) = 0. From (1) we again have
T 00 = −12
R˙3
R4R′
[R˙R′ + 4RR˙′], (8)
T 11 = −12
R˙2
R4
[
R˙2 + 4RR¨
]
, (9)
T 22 = −12[R(R˙2R¨)′ + R˙2(R˙R′).] (10)
The vanishing of radial pressure gives two family of
solutions, namely, static which correspond to R˙ = 0,
and solutions corresponding to
R¨ = − R˙
2
4R
. (11)
The first integration of equation above yields energy
equation
R˙2 =
2m(r)
R1/2
. (12)
In the usual analogy with four dimensional case the
left hand side acts as kinetic energy and right hand
side plays the role of potential energy of the system.
This allows us to define integration constant m(r)
as mass function. Note that unlike four dimensional
case where potential energy goes as 1/R here it is
1/
√
R. This equation can be integrated as
R5/4 = r5/4 − 5
4
√
2m(r)t, (13)
where we have used scaling freedom (R(0, r) = r) to
fix the integration constant. Again, the solution is
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strikingly similar to the four dimensional GR which
can be obtained by replacing 5/4 by 3/2 everywhere.
We could generalise it to any 2N + 2 dimension to
write
R(1+1/2N) = r1+1/2N − 2N + 1
2N
√
2m(r)t.
where, for we have GR, Gauss-Bonnet and cubic
Lovelock respectively for N = 1, 2, 3 and so on.
From Eqs. (8) and (12) the expression for energy
density is
ρ(t, r) = 48
(m2)′
R4R′
. (14)
We have both shell crossing (R′ = 0) and shell fo-
cusing (R = 0) singularities. It is interesting to draw
a comparison with four dimensional case in Einstein
gravity where we have derivative of the mass func-
tion in the numerator and not of its square. This
arises because mass is a geometrical quantity and we
have quadratic terms in curvature in the left hand
side whereas right hand side is usual energy density.
Generalising the argument for 2N + 2 dimensional
marginally bound collapse, we write
ρ(t, r) ∝ (m
N )′
R2NR′
.
The singularity curve in this case is given by
ts(r) =
4
5
r5/4√
2m(r)
. (15)
It is instructive to calculate the time of formation of
singularity at the centre. The functional dependence
of mass function near the centre can be calculated
using Eq. (14) as m(r) ∼ ρ0r5/2/
√
3 + · · · where we
have used scaling on the initial surface and ρ0 is the
initial central density of collapsing cloud. Thus time
of formation of singularity at the centre is
ts(0) ∼ 1
ρ
1/4
0
. (16)
In the corresponding four dimensional Einstein grav-
ity the time of singularity formation is inversely pro-
portional to the square root of central density. Thus
collapse slows down in Gauss-Bonnet theory. More-
over, in the naive dimensional extension of GR to six
dimension the time of formation of central singularity
continues to depend on central density as the inverse
square root. Extending to 2N + 2 dimensional case,
we can write
ts(r) =
2N
2N + 1
r(2N+1)/2N√
2m(r)
(17)
and the central singularity in terms of central density
as
ts(0) ∼
1
ρ
1/2N
0
. (18)
To further our analogy of six dimensional Gauss-
Bonnet gravity with four dimensional Einstein theory
we consider now the causal structure of singularity.
The four dimensional inhomogeneous dust collapse
model gave us the first generic violation of cosmic
censorship conjecture [14]. In what follows we con-
sider a simplified version of singular geodesic analysis
by Barve et al. [15]. To show if singularity is visi-
ble, at least locally, we consider out-going radial null
geodesics in the six dimensional line element (2) with
solution (7) and f(r) = 0 :
dt
dr
= R′ . (19)
If we assume existence of such geodesics with their
past end-points at the central singularity ts(0), we
can consider the following approximate form for the
geodesics near the centre
t = ts(0) +Xr
δ. (20)
Here both δ and X are positive for geodesics to exist
in spacetime. In case when leading exponent causing
inhomogeneity is equal to δ the constant X has a
upper bound for singularity to be visible.
Consider an initial density profile of the form
ρ(0, r) = ρ0 + ρnr
n (21)
to leading order near singularity. From Eq. (14) we
get the following form for the ”mass function” near
the centre
4m(r)2 = F0r
5 + Fn+5n . (22)
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Now, using Eq. (13), we can derive an expression
for R′ near the centre, which we need for analysing
radial null geodesics,
R′ =
[
1− 54Ft− n Fn4F 3/4
0
rnt
]
[
1− 54Ft
]1/5 , (23)
where F = F 1/40 (1 + Fnrn/F0). Along the assumed
singular geodesic we have t = ts(0)+Xr
α, substitut-
ing t and equating with R′ = dt/dr = Xαrα−1 we
get the desired roots equation as
Xαrα−1 =
[
1− 54Fτ1 − n Fn4F 3/4
0
rnτ2
]
[
1− 54Fτ1
]1/5 , (24)
where we have defined τ1 = ts(0) + Xr
δ and τ2 =
ts(0) +Xr
α. If this equation admits a solution with
desired values of parameters we have at least one
radial null geodesic terminating at singularity. As
mentioned earlier for geodesics to lie in spacetime we
should have α ≥ n. This in-equality can be easily
understood since in case α < n the slope of outgo-
ing radial null curves is more than that of singularity
and thus are not part of spacetime. In the first case
α > n we have in the leading order
Xαrα−1 =
(
1 +
4
5
n
)(
− Fn
4F0
)4/5
r4n/5. (25)
Thus we have a self-consistent solution with α = 1+
4n/5 and X = (−Fn/(4F0))4/5.
Since we are considering the case α > n, n can
take values 1 to 4. Again, this should be seen
in comparison with what is observed in collapse of
marginally bound dust in four dimensional Einstein
gravity. When first non-zero term in the expansion
of density around centre is either ρ1 < 0 or ρ2 < 0
singularity is always visible and black hole sets only
for n = 3 in four dimensional Einstein gravity. How-
ever in Gauss-Bonnet case this window enlarges it is
only at n = 5 that black hole sets in and it is naked
singularity for all ρ1 to ρ4.
In case α = n, the equation for the radial null
curves can be written as
nXrn−1 =
[(
1 + 45n
) (− Fn4F0
)
− Xts(0)
]
[(
− Fn4F0
)
− Xts(0)
]1/5 r4n/5. (26)
Thus n = 5 and existence or otherwise of a posi-
tive definite root depends on the following sixth order
polynomial equation,
1280Y 6 − [256b+ 1]Y 5 + 5bY 4 − 10b2Y 3
+10b3Y 2 − 5b4Y + b5 = 0. (27)
Here we have defined Y = X/F0 and b =
(−F5/F 9/40 ). Quantity F0 is related to central density
and hence is positive definite, and since star should
have a decreasing density away from the centre F5
is negative and thus b > 0. The parameter b is a
measure of inhomogeneity for a given central den-
sity. The existence of a positive root depends on Eq.
(27) which is a sixth order polynomial and does not
allow determination of roots in general. However, us-
ing Descartes’ rule of signs this equation can admit
six, four, two or zero (even) positive and no negative
roots. Since we have reduced it to a one parameter
equation a simple numerical evaluation shows that for
0 < b < 0.000054 this equation allows double roots.
There is an additional restriction on X by the slope
of the singularity curve since we want geodesic lie in
the spacetime. For n > 5 we have α > n and we have
only blackhole formation.
The generalisation to any dimension can be done
as follows. If we consider a general density pro-
file (21), where n characterises order of inhomogene-
ity, we can find an outgoing singular geodesic of
the form t = ts(0) + Xr
α with constraint α > n
and α = 1 + 2Nn/(2N + 1) and the tangent X ∝
(−Fn/F0)2N/(2N+1). Thus, as we move from GR to
Lovelock more and more of initial data space, speci-
fied in terms of initial density, leads to formation of
visible singularities. The threshold of transition is
given by n = 2N + 1;i.e. n = 3, 5, ... for N = 1, 2, ...
for corresponding to Einstein, Gauss-Bonnet and so
on. The point to be noted is that there is a unique re-
lation between inhomogeneity parameter n and Love-
lock order N for the even dimension d = 2N + 2s.
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The critical branch solution (n = 3 in general rel-
ativity and n = 5 in Gauss-Bonnet theory) serves
as another distinguishing feature between naive ex-
tensions of GR to higher dimension and the Lovelock
collapse. In 4d GR the well known transition between
naked singularity and black holes occurs at n = 3 (for
marginally bound case), where depending on other
free parameters we can have either naked singular-
ity or a black hole. For n < 3 singularity is always
visible and for n > 3 it is always covered. In five di-
mensional GR naked singularity window shrinks and
it is naked only for n = 1. For n = 2 we have phase
transition and for larger n it is always a black hole. In
six dimensional case this picture changes completely.
For n = 1 it continues to be visible whereas for any
larger n it is always a black hole. Therefore there is no
more any transition branch, and the same is true for
all higher dimensions than 6. In contrast for Love-
lock there would always occur transition phase for
n = 2N + 1 in 2N + 2 dimension as demonstrated in
particular for 6-dimensional Gauss-Bonnet collapse.
This is because gravitational (thereby collapse) dy-
namics is similar in all even 2N + 2 dimensions like
the 4-dimensional GR. Of course the window of visi-
bility of singularity widens because Lovelock gravity
becomes weaker with N as potential goes as 1/r1/N .
The Lovelock curvature polynomial in six dimen-
sions is given by,
R
(2)
abcd = F
(2)
abcd −
1
40
F (2)(gacgbd − gadgbc), (28)
and the corresponding scalar invariant K(2) =
R
(2)
abcdR
(2)abcd reads
K
(2)
(6) = 135
m4
R10
− 108m
3m′
R9R′
+ 144
(
mm′
R4R′
)2
. (29)
It is instructive to compare it with the corresponding
six dimensional GR case. The acceleration equation
corresponding to vanishing of radial pressure is given
by
R¨ = −3R˙
2
2R
(30)
and the Kretschmann scalar K(1) = RabcdR
abcd is
K
(1)
(6) = 240
m2
R10
− 96mm
′
R9R′
+ 13
(
m′
R4R′
)2
.
The Kretschmann scalar in either case has the similar
fall off behavior. This can be understood as follows.
For d = 2N + 2, Einstein potential goes as 1/R2N−1
and curvature as 1/R2N+1 and hence K(1) will go
as 1/R2(2N+1) while for Lovelock we have respec-
tively 1/R1/N , 1/R(2N+1)/N and (1/R(2N+1)/N )2N =
1/R2(2N+1). The Kretschmann scalar has therefore
the same degree of divergence for both Einstein and
Lovelock gravity. This shows that strength of singu-
larity remains the same and it does not distinguish
between Einstein and pure Lovelock gravity for the
given even dimension. However for Lovelock gravity
there is no collapse in any odd dimension.
3.2. Null dust collapse
The gravitational collapse of spherical matter in
the form of radiation (null dust) described by the
Vaidya metric is well studied [5]. In GR, it turns out
that as dimension increases, the window for naked
singularity shrinks. That is, gravity seems to get
strengthened with an increase in dimensions of space
[16]. In this context, one question that could natu-
rally arise is, what happens in gravitational collapse
of null dust in the pure Lovelock gravity?
Inclusion of Vaidya null dust in said contest is quite
straightforward by writing the corresponding vacuum
solution in Eddington advanced time and then mak-
ing mass function of it. It would then describe a null
radiation zone with radially flowing null rays. Let
us begin with the general d-dimensional spherically
symmetric spacetime, in advanced Eddington time
coordinate v, described by the metric [17, 18]:
ds2 = f(v, r)dv2 + 2dvdr + r2dΩ2d−2 (31)
where 0 ≤ r ≤ ∞ is the proper radial coordinate,
−∞ ≤ v ≤ ∞ is an advanced time coordinate, and
dΩ2d−2 = dθ
2
1 + sin
2(θ1)dθ
2
2 + sin
2(θ1)sin
2(θ2)dθ
2
3
+ . . .+



d−3∏
j=1
sin2(θj)

 dθ2d−2

 . (32)
It proves useful to introduce a local mass function
m(v, r) defined by f(v, r) = 1 − 2m/r [? ]. Here
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m(v, r) is an arbitrary function of advanced time v
and radial coordinate r. When m = M(v), it is the
Vaidya solution in higher dimension [17, 16]. The
usual Vaidya solution follows for d = 4 and m =
M(v).
For obtaining analogue of Vaidya solution [19] in
Lovelock gravity, we note that Tµν = σkµkν , kµk
µ =
0 where σ is density of null fluid. The equation we
need to solve is
G
(N)
ab = Λgab + σkµkν (33)
which is Lovelock gravitational equation. The stan-
dard way to do it is to transform Lovelock analogue of
Schwarzschild solution to Eddington advanced time
and write m = M(v). This would satisfy the above
equation and the metric would read as follows:
ds2 = −
[
1−
(
Λr2N +
M(v)
rd−2N−1
)1/N]
dv2
+2dvdr + r2dΩ2d−2. (34)
This is Lovelock analogue of Vaidya solution for d =
2N+2. It would automatically match with the static
version at the null boundary. In odd d = 2N + 1, we
have Lovelock analogue BTZ black hole which would
exist in all odd dimensions.
We now turn to collapse of null dust to see un-
der what conditions black hole or naked singularity
result? The physical situation here is that of a ra-
dial influx of null fluid in an initially empty region of
Lovelock de Sitter spacetime. The first shell arrives
at r = 0 at time v = 0 and the final at v = T . A
central singularity of growing mass is developed at
r = 0. For v < 0 we have m(v) = 0,i.e. Lovelock de
Sitter spacetime, and for v > T , M˙(v) = 0, M(v)
is positive definite. The metric for v = 0 to v = T
is Lovelock Vaidya, and for v > T we have Lovelock
Schwarzschild solution. In order to get an analytical
solution for our case, we choose,
M(v) =


0, v < 0,
λv(d−2N−1) (λ > 0) 0 ≤ v ≤ T ,
m0(> 0) v > T .
(35)
For radial null geodesics, we readily write
dr
dv
=
1
2
[
1−
(
Λr2n +
M(v)
rd−2N−1
)1/N]
. (36)
Clearly, this has singularity at r = 0, v = 0. The na-
ture (naked singularity or black hole) of the collaps-
ing solutions can be characterized by the existence of
radial null geodesics coming out of singularity. The
motion near singularity is characterized by roots of
an algebraic equation which we derive next. Eq. (36),
upon using eq. (35), turns out to be
dr
dv
=
1
2
[
1− (Λr2N +Xd−2N−1)1/N] (37)
where X ≡ v/r is the tangent to a possible outgoing
geodesic. The central shell focusing singularity is at
least locally naked (for brevity we have addressed it
as naked throughout this paper), iff there exists X0 ∈
(0,∞) which satisfies
X0 = lim
r→0 v→0
X = lim
r→0 v→0
v
r
=
lim
r→0 v→0
dv
dr
=
2
1− (Xd−2N−1)1/N
(38)
or,
λXm0 −X0 + 2 = 0, (39)
with m = (d − N − 1)/N . Thus any solution X =
X0 > 0 of the eq. (39) would correspond to naked
singularity of spacetime;i.e. to future directed null
geodesics emanating from singularity (v = 0, r = 0).
The smallest such X0 corresponds to the earliest ray
emanating from singularity and is called Cauchy hori-
zon of spacetime. If X0 is the smallest positive root
of (39), then there are no naked singularities in the
region X < X0. Hence in the absence of positive
real roots, the central singularity is not naked (cen-
sored) because in that case there are no outgoing fu-
ture directed null geodesics emanating from singu-
larity. Thus,occurrence of positive real roots implies
that the strong CCC is violated, though not neces-
sarily the weak CCC.
Obviously for the critical dimension d = 2N + 1,
we get m = 1 and Eq. (39) has a trivial solution
X0 = 2/(1 − λ). This is as expected as gravity is
kinematic here.
We now examine the condition for occurrence of
naked singularity for d = 2N + 2. With a straight-
forward calculation it can be shown that eq. (39)
always admits two real positive roots X1 and X2 for
7
λ ≤ λc, where λc is the critical value of the parameter
λ discriminating between naked singularity and black
hole. The larger of the two roots, say X2 corresponds
to Cauchy horizon. Thus it follows that singularity
will be naked if λ ≤ λc. On the other hand if, the
inequality is reversed, λ > λc no naked singularity
would form and gravitational collapse would result
in black hole. When λ = λc, the two roots coincide
to XC (say), and then from Eq. (39), we have
λ m Xm−1C − 1 = 0, i.e., XC =
(
1
λm
) 1
m−1
(40)
and which on substituting into (39), results to
λC =
1
m
(
m− 1
2m
)(m−1)
=
N
N + 1
(2(N + 2))−1/N
(41)
and the value of the critical root at λC
XC =
2m
m− 1 = 2(N + 1). (42)
For the familiar Einstein case N = 1, we have λC =
1/8 and XC = 4 while they are λC = 1/3
√
2 and
XC = 6 for N = 2 Gauss-Bonnet gravity.
3.2.1. Kretschmann Scalar
For gauging strength of singularity we compute
Kretschmann scalar which is square of correspond-
ing curvature and it shows how curvature diverges.
Let us set Λ = 0 as it represents constant curvature.
Lovelock gravity is always kinematic in odd dimen-
sion which will give null K(2) while it will not be
Riemann flat and K(1) will be non-zero falling off as
1/r4.
For the dynamic 6-dimensional case, we have
K
(2)
(6) = 135
M(v)2
r10
(43)
while its corresponding Riemann square goes:
RabcdR
abcd =
425M(v)
16r5
. (44)
However the corresponding scalar for 6 dimensional
Einstein collapse is given by
K
(1)
(6) =
240M(v)2
r10
. (45)
which has the same fall off as Gauss-Bonnet collapse.
This is rather remarkable that the strength of the sin-
gularity does not discriminate between Einstein and
Lovelock gravity.
4. Discussion
In Einstein gravity for dust (null as well as non-
null) collapse, it turns out that as dimension of space-
time is increased the threshold inhomogeneity sepa-
rating black hole and naked singularity also increases.
That is compared to 4 dimension, greater degree of
inhomogeneity is required for formation of naked sin-
gularity. Higher dimension therefore favors black
hole. In contrast, for pure Lovelock gravity, it is the
other way round. As d = 2N + 2 increases thresh-
old decreases thereby implying even a lesser degree
of inhomogeneity could lead to naked singularity for-
mation. In contrast to Einstein, Lovelock gravity
hence favors naked singularity as even dimension in-
creases. This could be understood as follows. In
Einstein gravity, gravitational force goes as 1/rd−2
which means it becomes stronger with increase in
dimension. Stronger gravitational pull should nat-
urally favor black hole. On the other hand for Love-
lock, force goes as 1/r(N+1)/N = 1/rd/(d−2) and that
clearly weakens with N or d. That is why it favors
naked singularity.
Despite this contrasting behavior, the Kretshmann
scalars for both Einstein and Lovelock however have
the same order of divergence indicating the same sin-
gularity strength. This happens because for Love-
lock potential goes as 1/r1/N , Riemann will go as
1/r2+1/N and the corresponding Kretshmann scalar
as (1/r(2N+1)/N )2N = 1/r2(2N+1) while for Einstein
they go respectively as 1/rd−3, 1/rd−1 and 1/r2(d−1)
(for d = 2N + 2, d− 1 = 2N +1). Thus even though
for a given degree of inhomogeneity, collapse may re-
sult in a black hole for Einstein and naked singular-
ity for Lovelock, yet the Kretshmann scalar for both
would have the same order of divergence. This shows
that rate of collapse which determines black hole or
naked singularity depends upon Einstein or Lovelock
but the ultimate order of divergence of singularity is
neutral.
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